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Observations 

J. Guy et al, SNLS Collaboration: SALT2 11
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Fig. 6 Estimated standard deviation of model photometric errors
as a function of phase, for several rest-frame wavelength ranges
roughly corresponding from top to bottom to U, B, V , R and
I−bands. Those model errors were evaluated from the scatter of
residuals to the single light-curve fit.
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Fig. 7 Difference between observed peakmagnitude in each band
of each SN from table 2 and the model prediction as a function
of the rest-frame effective wavelength of the filter used (gray tri-
angles : SNLS SNe, gray squares : nearby SNe). The large black
symbols represent the estimated dispersion in each wavelength
bin (triangles for SNLS, and squares for nearby SNe). The large
circles show the average difference in each wavelength bin for all
SNe and the solid curve is a polynomial fit to the dispersion used
as an estimate of the K-correction scatter. Since uncertainties on
B and V magnitudes at maximum enter in the normalization and
color evaluation of the model, K-correction uncertainties are set
to zero for B and V− band wavelengths.
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Fig. 8 Observed light-curves points of the SN Ia SNLS-04D3gx
at z=0.91 along with the light-curves derived from the model
(solid line, trained without this SN). The dashed lines represent
the 1 σ uncertainties of the model (both uncorrelated and K-
correction errors).
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SNIa sample
Betoule+ 2014: 740 spectroscopically confirmed SNIa, out to z ~ 
1.4, with joint re-analysis of LC fits


Rest+ 2013:  112 PS1 at high-z 
(blue) + 201 low-z SNIa (red)

"Joint Likelihood Analysis" (JLA) sample 
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The statistical problem 

Absolute magnitude 
!

Unknown, but  
IF ~ constant 
unimportant  

(“standard candle”)  
!

Needs to be corrected 
via empirical correlations 
with other observables  

!
M → M + linear 

corrections

Apparent rest-
frame B-band 

magnitude

Distance 
modulus 

Luminosity 
distance 

Cosmological parameters 
!

Quantities of interest 
ΩM, ΩDE, w, w(z),  

H0 (degenerate with M),  

Redshift 
!

Measured via spectrum

Goal: From the measured multi-band light 
curves and redshift, infer constraints on the 
cosmological parameters. 
 
Bayesian approach: March, RT+11; March+14; 
Nielsen+15; Rubin+15; Jiao,RT+(in prep); Shariff, 
RT+(in prep)

µ = mB �M = 5 log10

✓
dL(z, C)
1 Mpc

◆
+ 25
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13

Even SN with low extinction benefit from observations in
the H-band by reducing the uncertainty in the dust es-
timate. Table 4 lists summary statistics of the marginal
posterior distribution of each host galaxy dust parameter
for each SN, obtained from the MCMC samples.

5.2. Intrinsic Correlation Structure of SN Ia Light
curves in the Optical-NIR

We use the hierarchical model to infer the intrinsic
correlation structure of the absolute SN Ia light curves.
This correlation structure captures the statistical rela-
tionships between peak absolute magnitudes and decline
rates of light curves in multiple filters at different wave-
lengths and phases. We summarize inferences about light
curve shape and luminosity across the optical and near
infrared filters; a more detailed analysis of the intrin-
sic correlation structure of colors, luminosities and light
curve shapes will be presented elsewhere.

5.2.1. Intrinsic Scatter Plots

The hierarchical model fits the individual light curves
with the differential decline rates model and infers the
absolute magnitudes in multiple passbands, corrected for
host galaxy dust extinction. For each individual SN light
curve, we can use the inferred local decline rates dF to
compute the ∆m15(F ) of the light curve in each filter. In
the left panel of Figure 4, we plot the posterior estimate
of the peak absolute magnitude MB versus its canoni-
cal ∆m15(B) decline rate with black points. The error
bars reflect measurement errors and the marginal uncer-
tainties from the distance and inferred dust extinction.
This set of points describes the well-known intrinsic light
curve decline rate versus luminosity relationship (Phillips
1993). We also show the mean linear relation between
MB and ∆m15(B) found by Phillips et al. (1999), who
analyzed a smaller sample of SN Ia. The statistical trend
found by our model is consistent with that analysis. The
red points are simply the peak apparent magnitudes mi-
nus the distance moduli, B0 − µ, which are the extin-
guished peak absolute magnitudes MB + AB. Whereas
the range of extinguished magnitudes spans ∼ 3 magni-
tudes, the intrinsic absolute magnitudes lie along a nar-
row, roughly linear trend with ∆m15(B).
In the right panel, we plot the intrinsic and ex-

tinguished absolute magnitudes of SN Ia in the H-
band. In contrast to the left panel, the differences
between the intrinsic absolute magnitudes and the ex-
tinguished magnitudes are nearly negligible. Notably,
there is no correlation between the intrinsic MH in
the NIR and optical ∆m15(B). This was noted previ-
ously by Krisciunas et al. (2004a) and Wood-Vasey et al.
(2008). The standard deviation of absolute magnitudes
is much smaller in H than in B, demonstrating that
the NIR SN Ia light curves are good standard can-
dles (Krisciunas et al. 2004a,c; Wood-Vasey et al. 2008;
Mandel et al. 2009). Theoretical models of Kasen (2006)
indicate that NIR peak absolute magnitudes have rela-
tively weak sensitivity to the input progenitor 56Ni mass,
with a dispersion of ∼ 0.2 mag in J and K, and ∼ 0.1
mag in H over models ranging from 0.4 to 0.9 solar
masses of 56Ni. The physical explanation may be traced
to the ionization evolution of the iron group elements in
the SN atmosphere.
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Fig. 4.— (left) Post-maximum optical decline rate ∆m15(B) ver-
sus posterior estimates of the inferred optical absolute magnitudes
MB (black points) and the extinguished magnitudes B0 − µ (red
points). Each black point maps to a red point through optical
dust extinction in the host galaxy. The intrinsic light curve width-
luminosity Phillips relation is reflected in the trend of the black
points, indicating that SN brighter in B have slower decline rates.
The blue line is the linear trend of Phillips et al. (1999). (right)
Inferred absolute magnitudes and extinguished magnitudes in the
near infrared H-band. The extinction correction, depicted by the
difference between red and black points, is much smaller in H than
in B. The absolute magnitudes MH have no correlation with the
∆m15(B). The standard deviation of peak absolute magnitudes is
also much smaller for MH compared to MB .

These scatter plots convey some aspects of the popu-
lation correlation structure of optical and near infrared
light curves that is captured by the hierarchical model.
In the next section, we further discuss the multi-band
luminosity and light curve shape correlation structure in
terms of the estimated correlation matrices.
Figure 5 shows scatter plots of optical-near infrared

colors (B−H,V −H,R−H, J−H) versus absolute mag-
nitude (MB,MV ,MR,MH) at peak. The blue points are
the posterior estimates of the inferred peak intrinsic col-
ors and absolute magnitudes of the SN, along with their
marginal uncertainties. Red points are the peak apparent
colors and extinguished absolute magnitudes, including
host galaxy dust extinction and reddening. These plots
show correlations between the peak optical-near infrared
colors and peak optical luminosity, in the direction of in-
trinsically brighter SN having bluer peak colors. In con-
trast, the intrinsic J −H colors have a relatively narrow
distribution, and the near infrared absolute magnitude
MH is uncorrelated with intrinsic J −H color.

5.2.2. Intrinsic Correlation Matrices

Using the hierarchical model, we compute posterior in-
ferences of the population correlations between the dif-
ferent components of the absolute light curves of SN Ia.
This includes population correlations between peak ab-
solute magnitudes in different filters, ρ(MF ,MF ′), cor-
relations between the peak absolute magnitudes and
light curve shape parameters (differential decline rates)
in different filters, ρ(MF ,dF ′

), and the correlations be-
tween light curve shape parameters in different filters,
ρ(dF ,dF ′

). They also imply correlations between these
quantities and intrinsic colors. This information and its
uncertainty is captured in the posterior inference of the
population covariance matrix Σψ of the absolute light
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~ factor of 3

residual scatter  
~ 0.2 mag

Decline rate

Before dust 
correction

After dust 
correction

Low-z calibration sample

Brighter SNIa are 
slow decliners

Peak magnitude scatter can be reduced by exploiting phenomenological 
correlations with the shape (and colour) of the LC (Phillips93,Riess+99,...)

This can be understood is terms of the progenitor 56Ni mass which 
powers the LC



SNIa cosmology error budget is already dominated 
by "systematics":

X Flux calibrations 

X Selection effects 

X Outliers 

✓ Redshift evolution of Phillips corrections

✓ Non-linear corrections 

✓ Multiple populations 

✓ Dust extinction modeling 

✓ Environmental properties  

Explicit modeling of "systematics" transforms them 
into manageable statistical errors
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Standard Chi2 fits of SALT2 output
Standard analysis minimizes an arbitrarily defined Gaussian likelihood (typically, C 
minimized with α, β fixed, then α, β minimized with C fixed): 

�2
fit = �2

mB
+ ↵2�2

x1
+ �2�2

c

+ correlations

�2
int represents the “intrinsic” (residual) scatter

determined by requiring Chi2/dof ~ 1 

observed values (LC fits)
parameters

�2 logL = �

2
=

X

i

(µ(zi, C)� [m̂B,i �M + ↵x̂1,i � �ĉi])
2

�

2
int + �

2
fit
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Problems of the standard analysis

�2 logL = �

2
=

X

i

(µ(zi, C)� [m̂B,i �M + ↵x̂1,i � �ĉi])
2

�

2
int + �

2
fit

X Likelihood is Gaussian in the data! 

X Normalization 

X Unknown parameters appear in the variance

X Chi2/dof = 1 enforced: no model checking 

X Incorrect likelihood prevents use of powerful MCMC/

evidence calculations 


�2
fit = �2

mB
+ ↵2�2

x1
+ �2�2

c

+ correlations

March, RT+11; Rubin+15



The key parameter is noise/population variance 
σxσy/Rx

σxσy/Rx small

Bayesian marginal posterior 
identical to profile likelihood

tru
e

σxσy/Rx large

Bayesian marginal posterior 
broader but less biased than 

profile likelihood

tru
e

yi = b+ axi

Gull89; Kelly10; March,RT+11
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Bayesian hierarchical model 

For each SNIa, this relation holds exactly between latent (unobserved) variables:

Latent variables

µi(zi, C) = mB,i �Mi + ↵x1,i � �ci

Mi ⇠ N (M0,�
2
int)

ci ⇠ N (c?, Rc)

x1,i ⇠ N (x
?

, R

x

)

Population-level hyperparameters 
to be estimated from the data

Population 
hyper-parameters 

Prior

Parameters of 
interest

Prior
Derived variable

Observed values
[m̂B,i, ĉi, x̂1,i] ⇠ N ([mBi , ci, x1,i], Ĉi)

INTRINSIC      VARIABILITY

NOISE, SELECTION EFFECTS
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Improvements from Bayesian approach
Co

ve
ra

ge

Red: Chi2 Blue: BHM
Results:  
!
✓Coverage: BHM improves 

coverage

!

✓Bias: BHM reduces bias by a 
factor ~ 2-3 for most 
parameters

!

✓MSE: BHM reduces MSE by a 
factor 1.5-3.0 for all parameters

100 mock Union datasets to compare the performance of Chi2 vs Bayesian (BHM): 

๏ Coverage 

๏ Bias (expected distance from the truth)

๏ Mean Square Error (MSE = bias2 + Var)

March,RT+11
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Posterior sampling 

The full hierarchical model 
(including ~2200 latent 
variables) is sampled via 
Metropolis-Hastings with a 
Partially Collapsed Gibbs 
sampler (vanDyk&Park08) 
and Ancillarity-Sufficiency 
Interweaving Strategy 
(Yu&Meng11) to improve 
convergence

!
(Jiao, RT,+ submitted)
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Borrowing of strength 

The posterior estimates (red) exhibit smaller residual scatter when compared to the 
likelihood (blue), around the regression line: "borrowing of strength" from the 
structure of the hierarchical model

Shariff, RT +, in prep

1st 2nd 3rd 4th

x̂1i quartile: Posterior 
Likelihood 
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Cosmological parameters from JLA

JLA only
JLA + Planck 2015

⌦m = 0.399± 0.027

⌦ = �0.024± 0.010

w = �1 Bayesian analysis

Shariff, RT +, in prep
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Cosmological parameters from JLA

JLA only
JLA + Planck 2015

⌦ = 0
⌦m = 0.343± 0.019

w = �0.90± 0.05

Bayesian analysis

Shariff, RT +, in prep
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Host-galaxy mass as additional covariate

log

10

M
host

/M�

2-sigma preference for host-galaxy environmental segregation (Kelly+10, Sullivan
+10, Rigault+13, Rigault+15) does not change cosmological inferences

Shariff, RT +, in prep
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Probabilistic classification of hosts 
Low/High host-galaxy mass preference survives a probabilistic treatment of the 
host-mass measurement: 

Shariff, RT +, in prep
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z-evolution of colour correction 

Strong preference (3-sigma) for a transition from β ∼ 3 to β ∼ 2 at z ∼ 0.7.

This however does not change cosmological inferences.


Shariff, RT +, in prep

Redshift of transitionChange in β 
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Summary
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๏ Bayesian approach allows to model explicitly and 
consistently many "systematics" of SNIa cosmology 


๏ Correct likelihood function unlocks the power of MCMC 
in thousands of dimensions


๏ We find ~ 2-sigma discrepancies in w, Ωm, Ωκ wrt 
standard analysis of JLA data


๏ Strong evidence for z-evolution of colour correction 

๏ Who is right? Possible solution: re-fit light-curve data 

using a Bayesian method (RT+, in prep)
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SNIa 
cosmology 
is broken

fixable



BACKUP SLIDES  
!

!
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Prior robustness
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Nielsen+15
Profile likelihood analysis of an effective likelihood (similar to BHM) claims only a 
~3-sigma preference for non-zero acceleration (red/dashed):

Nielsen+15, 1506.01354
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UNITY (Rubin+15)
Extension of the Bayesian method of March+11 to include outliers, selection 
effects and host-galaxy mass: 

Union 2.1 data

Rubin+15 (SCP) 1507.01602



The complete hierarchical model 

Latent variablesPopulation 
parameters

Data	

Cosmological sample

Dust

Light curves 

Absorption  

Light curves 

Environment Correlates 
Light curve summary statistics

Optical spectra

Near-infrared light curves

SN environmental data

Redshift 
zi

Apparent light 
curves 

(nearby)

Apparent light 
curves    

(distant)

Redshift data

Optical spectra

Near-infrared light curve

SN environmental data

Data	

Local calibration sample

Survey 
parameters 

E, C

 dust

 env

 SN

i = 1, . . . ,M

Distance 
modulus 

Redshift 
zi

Survey 
parameters 

E, C

Standardization 
parameters 

Cosmological 
parameter 

C

Light curves

i = 1, . . . ,M

Light curves

Redshift data
i = 1, . . . ,M

Mibt

mibt

mibt

m̂ibt

m̂ibt

µ

 dust,i

ci

⌫t,↵,⌥

Distance 
modulus 
µ

Standardization 
parameters 
⌫t,↵,⌥

Red arrows/boxes indicate elements/data that have never been explored before in such a multi-level setting
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Conclusions and future work 

• Extension of our method to 
include survey selection effects 
ongoing


• Inclusion of multiple SNIa 
population, possible redshift-
dependence of SNIa properties, 
correlation with other observables 
(galaxy mass, metallicity, spectral 
lines, etc) straightforward


• Bayesian model comparison 
(LCDM vs modified gravity)

tru
e

tru
e

β(z) = β0 + β1z

• Powerful Bayesian methods can take SNIa cosmological inference to a next 
quantitative step: reduced systematics thanks to better modeling 


• Required to deal with future large (~ 3000) samples
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Cosmology results (Union)

288 SNIa
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Blue: Bayesian

Marginal posteriors
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Combined constraints

• Combined cosmological constraints on matter and dark energy content:

CMB

CMB
BAO

BAO

SNIa

SNIa

Combined

Combined

w = 1 ΩK = 0
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The BayeSN approach 

• Developed by K. Mandel (Mandel et al, 2009, 2011) and collaborators: fully Bayesian 
approach to LC fitting, including random errors, population structure, intrinsic 
variations/correlations, dust extinction and reddening, incomplete data 

Dust population 
parameters

LC population  
parameters

Prior

Prior

Dust (Av, Rv)

Distance modulus

Observed LC

Absolute LC

Apparent LC

Redshift

SN 1...N



Dust absorption for each SNIa Population level analysis of correlations

Inclusion of NIR LC

Hubble diagram: residual scatter 
reduced by ~2 using optical+NIR LC

+NIR

Mandel et al (2011)Some results from BayeSN
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From lightcurves to distances

• There are a few different lightcurve (LC) fitters on the market, with different 
philosophies/statistical approaches:


• MLCS2k2 (Jha et al, 2007): color (AV) and LC shape (Δ) parameters fitted 
simultaneously with cosmology. Color correction includes a dust extinction law 
correction.


• SALT/SiFTO/SALT2 (Guy et al, 2007): LC shape (x1) and colour (c) correction 
extracted from LC alongside apparent B-band magnitude (mB) + covariance matrix. 
The distance modulus 
 
 
is subsequently estimated with cosmological parameters and remaining “intrinsic” 
scatter. 


• BayeSN (Mandel et al, 2009, 2011): Fully Bayesian hierarchical modeling of LC, 
including population-level distributions (see later).

µ = mB �M + ↵⇥ width� � ⇥ colour
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PS1 data

• Most recent data set 
from PAN-STARRS1 
survey


• 146 spectroscopically 
confirmed SNIa 


• Cosmological fit: 112 
PS1 at high-z (blue) + 
201 low-z SNIa (red)
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At the heart of the method... 

• ... lies the fundamental problem of linear regression in the presence of 
measurement errors on both the dependent and independent variable and intrinsic 
scatter in the relationship (e.g., Gull 1989, Gelman et al 2004, Kelly 2007):  
 
 
 
anagolous to 

µi = mB,i �Mi + ↵x1,i � �ci

yi = b+ axi

x

i

⇠ p(x| ) = N
xi(x?

, R

x

) POPULATION 
DISTRIBUTION

yi|xi ⇠ Nyi(b+ axi,�
2) INTRINSIC VARIABILITY

x̂

i

, ŷ

i

|x
i

, y

i

⇠ N
x̂i,ŷi([xi

, y

i

],⌃2) MEASUREMENT ERROR
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INTRINSIC VARIABILITY
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observed x

latent  
distrib’on

PD
F• Modeling the latent distribution of the 

independent variable accounts for “Malmquist 
bias”


• An observed x value far from the origin is more 
probable to arise from up-scattering (due to noise) 
of a lower latent x value than down-scattering of a 
higher (less probable) x value 
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Tests on simulated SNIa data 

• Simulated N=288 SNIa 
with similar 
characteristics as SDSS
+ESSENCE+SNLS+HST
+Nearby sample 


• Reconstruction of 
cosmological parameters 
over 100 realizations, 
comparing Bayesian 
hierarchical method with 
standard Chi2.  

Simulated SNIa realization 
(colour coded according to “survey”)
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Posterior sampling 
• In the Bayesian hierarchical approach, we have


• 3 cosmological parameters: H0, ΩM, ΩK  (w=1) or H0, ΩM, w (ΩK =0) 

• 2 stretch/colour correction parameters: α, β


• 6 population-level parameters: M0, σ2, x*, Rx, c*, Rc


• 3N (=864) latent variables Mi, x1i, ci

• Analytical marginalization over all latent variables and linear population-level 

parameters is possible in Gaussian case (no selection effects). Sampling of the 
remaining parameters via MultiNest.


• Alternatively, Gibbs sampling can be used to sample over all parameters (conditional 
distributions are Gaussian in the absence of selection effects. Including them 
introduces additional accept/reject step).
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The Nested Sampling algorithm

x1

L(x)

0

1

2
θ

θ

Figure 1: **** Possibly change fig to the one in Feroz et al**** Schematic illustration of the nested
sampling algorithm for the computation of the Bayesian evidence. Levels of constant likelihood in
the two–dimensional parameter space shown at the top right are mapped onto elements of increasing
likelihood as a function of the enclosed prior volume X , with p(m)dm = dX . The evidence is then
computed by integrating the one–dimensional function L(X) from 0 to 1 (from [?])

.

scans). Therefore we adopt NS as an efficient sampler of the posterior. We have compared

the results with our MCMC algorithm and found that they are identical (up to numerical

noise).

2.4 Statistical measures

From the above sequence of samples, obtaining Monte Carlo estimates of expectations for

any function of the parameters becomes a trivial task. For example, the posterior mean is

given by (where ⟨·⟩ denotes the expectation value with respect to the posterior)

⟨m⟩ ≈
!

p(m|d)mdm =
1

M

M−1"

t=0

m(t), (2.8)

where the equality with the mean of the samples follows because the samples m(t) are gen-

erated from the posterior by construction. In general, one can easily obtain the expectation

value of any function of the parameters f(m) as

⟨f(m)⟩ ≈
1

M

M−1"

t=0

f(m(t)). (2.9)

It is usually interesting to summarize the results of the inference by giving the 1–dimensional

marginal probability for the j–th element of m, mj. Taking without loss of generality j = 1

and a parameter space of dimensionality N , the marginal posterior for parameter m1 is

– 6 –

Feroz et al (2008), arxiv: 0807.4512  
Trotta et al (2008), arxiv: 0809.3792 

• Skilling (2006) introduced Nested Sampling as an algorithm originally aimed at the 
efficient computation of the model likelihood (Skilling, 2006).  
• The idea is to map a multi-dimensional integral onto a 1D integral which is easy to 
compute numerical 
• The method requires to sample uniformly from the fraction of the prior volume 
X(μ) above the iso-likelihood level μ

X(µ) =

Z

L(✓)>µ
P (✓)d✓

P (d) =

Z
d✓L(✓)P (✓) =

Z 1

0
X(µ)dµ

http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-ph/0602028
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-ph/0602028
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The MultiNest ellipsoidal sampling 

• The MultiNest algorithm (Feroz & Hobson, 2007, 2008) uses a multi-dimensional 
ellipsoidal decomposition of the remaining set of “live points” to approximate the prior 
volume above the target iso-likelihood contour. 

Multimodal likelihood  Highly degenerate likelihood  

target iso-likelihood 
contours

ellipsoidal 
approximation

multi-modal 
decomposition

Decreasing prior fraction X  
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Marginal posterior (simulated data)

w = 1 ΩK = 0

Red/empty: Chi2 (68%, 95% CL)
Blue/filled: Bayesian  (68%, 95% credible regions)

True value
True value

Bayesian posterior is noticeably different from the 
Chi2 CL: which one is “best”?
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